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First Alert, a division of the Jarden Corporation, is America’s most trusted, recognized
safety brand, and has been protecting individuals and families across the United States from
environmental dangers since 1958.
First Alert carbon monoxide detectors, smoke alarms,
and security cameras are just a few of the many tools that are relied upon by homeowners
every day.
Confucius said that true wisdom is knowing what you don’t know. He believed there’s a certain level of
genius in being aware of the things that you are unfamiliar with because it protects from the unexpected.
The same could be said of the home safety and security industry, where products are trusted
to protect households from threats that are both known and unknown. For Jarden Safety and
Security’s flagship brand, First Alert, when it comes to the technology behind those products,
‘knowing what you don’t know’ is especially important.

Multitude of mobile device, geography and
network combinations

R E S U LT S
Actionable feedback on the entire user
experience from installing to using Smart
Home products in real homes
Rapid improvement on user sentiment
related to positive experiences &
significantly less complaints
No need for additional internal resources
Identification and rapid remediation of
potential security vulnerabilities

C hallenges
As its offerings extended into the Internet-of-things (IoT ) with Smart Home products, First
Alert began to see an unacceptable number of consumer complaints and product returns.
Customers rely on First Alert to protect themselves and their families, so customer satisfaction
is of paramount importance to the company and the First Alert brand.
With new smartphones coming out regularly, different environmental, geographic and network variations,
and interoperability concerns creating a constantly moving target, the process of testing its connected
devices and discovering the unknown was both cumbersome and ineffective. No longer was it just a
question of the hardware working; the customer experience now traversed from hardware to firmware to
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companion web software and mobile apps. First Alert was faced with the connected system complexities
that challenge the quality of every IoT solution and product.

“WE’ VE SEEN COMPLAINTS GO
Additionally, it was critical to the company and its consumers that these products were not just
fully functional, but also secure, easy to use and reliable like the products it’s been selling for
the past six decades. With consumer-delight as the target, the safety and security brand looked
to a vendor familiar with the intricacies of the mobile and connected device space to ensure
they were releasing the best products possible.

DOWN PRET T Y DRAMATICALLY

S olution

James Wells

IN A COUPLE OF KEY
PRODUC TS THAT WE HAD
APPLAUSE TEST FOR US.”

VP of Global Quality
After a lengthy evaluation period where it assessed vendors with diverse approaches to
application quality, First Alert decided to partner with Applause. Primary factors included the
reach, scale and diversity provided by Applause’s global community of 200,000+ professional
testers.
“In the end, we ended up choosing Applause because of the coverage,” said James Wells, VP of
Global Quality. “The crowd-based model gives us tremendous coverage that we wouldn’t be able
to have in any other approach. It’s testing the way consumers use the products. That’s the real
power, and that is what we felt we needed in our program going forward”
First Alert works with an Applause Project Manager, who assists in setting testing scope,
identifying the best testers for the projects, and acts as a consultative expert ensuring the best
QA practices are being used.
In the Smart Home, ensuring proper interaction between the hardware, firmware, and software
is critical. First Alert devices, such as multi-thousand dollar security camera systems and smart
thermostats that can be controlled via smartphone, are sent to Applause testers who install
the hardware in their homes and the companion apps on their personal devices. Testers then
provide feedback and a review on the ease of the installation process before they even begin
testing.
“It may be easy [to install and use] if it was somebody like me or my technicians, but sending
it out into the field, you get that true response, whether it truly is easy. Is it intuitive? Fast?
Quick? Do people like it? Those are all the practical situations that the Applause service offers,”
said Nick Offerman, Design Assurance Manager.
“One camera we recently tested was complex. There’s a web interface to the firmware, so we have to test
that it works okay with various web browsers. Then there’s both PC and Mac software that goes along with
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“ THE CROWD-BASED MODEL
GIVES US TREMENDOUS

that camera. Then there’s also iOS and Android apps,” said Lionel Powell, Software Quality Engineer. “We had
about 7 different test cycles for just one product because there’s so many different types of software that
this company is currently using or supporting for our customers.”

COVERAGE THAT WE
WOULDN’ T BE ABLE TO HAVE
IN ANY OTHER APPROACH. IT ’S
TESTING THE WAY CONSUMERS
USE THE PRODUC TS.”
James Wells
VP of Global Quality

Once everything is installed, testers use their experience and creativity to discover and log
bugs; some of which only occur on specific smartphones or during certain device environment
conditions. Reported bugs are triaged by an Applause Test Team Lead, and then pushed to First
Alert’s bug tracking system.
“We thought our apps were pretty good,” said Wells “Then, once we started to get those first test
cycles coming back, we started to see some of the very basic things that we hadn’t thought about
or didn’t realize were there, so it was very revealing for us. It helped us to set new expectations
in the organization.”
“The first time we used Applause, we had some skepticism obviously that ‘Is this real? Is this
going to work?’” added Offerman. “We launched a pilot with Applause, and we actually used
one of our cameras with a bunch of known bugs which we submitted to Applause. We thought
we’d get maybe a few more bugs than what we originally logged ourselves, but the results
came back with an overwhelming amount; a lot that we didn’t even see and wouldn’t even have
thought of as bugs. It was just kind of eye-opening in that regard.”
Building on the success of the first few months, First Alert hired a member of the Applause
testing community to serve as their dedicated on-site mobile software quality engineer, further
increasing the efficiency of their testing processes. Wells remarked, “I would’ve needed probably
3 or 4 people if I didn’t have Applause to do that part of the role, and then I would need a host
more testers. I have not had to hire a single tester beyond what I had in my test team prior to
getting engaged with Applause. Applause makes it very easy for us as a team to dive into the
details and disposition and make decisions about what’s going on without having to increase
overhead.”
As a company focused on ensuring not just a functional, but a safe and intuitive experience for
their users, First Alert utilizes other Applause services and tools. From expert-led security and
usability testing, to app store sentiment analysis that helps assess users’ feelings towards their
apps, Applause has become an integral part of First Alert’s QA fabric.
“We are utilizing all of the features and functions that are available to us,” explained Wells. “The reason
we’re doing that is because it is more than just the functionality. Whether or not an app-enabled product is
successful in the market is about more than just what features are on it and whether or not those features
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“APPLAUSE MAKES IT VERY
EASY FOR US AS A TEAM TO

work. It has to be a good user experience, it has to give the user a feeling of security, and they have to be able to
feel confident in the product.”

DIVE INTO THE DETAILS AND
DISPOSITION AND MAKE
DECISIONS ABOUT WHAT ’S
GOING ON WITHOUT HAVING
TO INCREASE OVERHEAD.”
James Wells
VP of Global Quality

R esults
First Alert quickly noticed an improvement in the quality of its apps and expects to realize even
more impactful results from its investment in connected devices and QA as the Smart Home market
grows.
“We’ve seen complaints go down pretty dramatically in a couple of key products that we had Applause
test for us,” said Wells. “If we do a good, thorough job of testing and fixing what we find, then we’ll
have fewer complaints, we’ll have fewer warranties coming back to us, and we’ll generally have
a more positive consumer sentiment, which leads to loyalty, which then leads to more sales and
revenue.”
When asked to compare the way First Alert measured QA data before partnering with Applause to the
way it does now, the best way Wells could describe it was “like comparing talking on a cell phone to
communicating with smoke signals.” He added, “What Applause has done for us is add a lot of speed.
A typical test cycle with Applause takes about 3 days... To get the coverage of devices, systems, and
infrastructure that we get through Applause would take significantly longer than 3 days, and many
more people and resources for us to get it done any other way.”
Offerman also added, “ The amount of value that we’ve gotten from Applause has been priceless.
Having to do it in just a lab environment doesn’t give you the well-rounded feedback that you need.
The report structure that is provided is second-to-none when it comes to getting that feedback.”

“ THE AMOUNT OF VALUE
THAT WE’ VE GOT TEN FROM
APPLAUSE HAS BEEN
PRICELESS.”

Now an Apple HomeKit partner with its Onelink Smoke+ CO Alarm, First Alert is continuing its
success in extending from traditional devices further into the Smart Home arena.
By taking advantage of access to larger testing sample sizes, greater geographic testing coverage
across a greater number of devices, and leaner data collection processes, what was once a weakness
has turned into a strength for First Alert.

Nick Offerman
Design Assurance Manager
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A bout A pplause
Applause empowers companies of all sizes to deliver great digital experiences (DX) – across web,
mobile and IoT as well as brick-and- mortar – spanning every customer touchpoint.
Applause delivers unmatched in-the-wild testing, user feedback and research solutions by utilizing
its DX platform to manage communities around the world. This provides brands with the real-world
insights they need to achieve omni-channel success across demographics, locations, devices and
operating systems that match their user base.
Thousands

of

companies

–

including

Google,

FOX,

Best

Buy,

BMW,

PayPal

and

Runkeeper – rely on Applause to ensure great digital experiences for their customers.
Learn more at www.applause.com.
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